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Abstract
In this paper we try to answer the following questions: Is it possible to program solely at the
level of an agent communication language? And if this is the case, what requirements and conditions
need to be taken into account? We argue that, although a number of languages defining abstract
communication primitives have been proposed in the past few years, knowledge-level programming
can only be supported if a number of careful assumptions about the communication primitives
and the underlying architecture are made, including asynchronous communication mechanisms,
reliable message passing, and nonblocking primitives. To achieve a more rigorous understanding
of these issues we proceed in a formal way. First, we postulate a set of requirements that an agent
communication language should satisfy to be regarded as knowledge level. Then, we define a weak
agent communication language, and we show that a synchronous version of the language does
not satisfy requirements for knowledge-level programming. Finally, we show how an alternative
asynchronous version of the language can be defined, which avoids the aforementioned problems.
To prove these results, we introduce a general framework for reasoning on communication and
concurrency aspects in the context of agent communication languages. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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where competition or cooperation is possible among them [ 11,36,37,41,42,50,53,54].
This
research area differs from that of distributed problem solving because there is no common
overall goal to be solved which is known at design time; on the contrary, it is assumed
that programs of intelligent agents are written by different people, in different languages,
at different times for different purposes.
A central issue is the design of a language to build such systems. This includes the design
of both a knowledge representation language (to specify the internal behaviour of agents)
and a communication language (to specify the interaction among agents). Recently, two
languages have been proposed for multi-agent systems, which are both based on the speech
acts theory [44], a formal model of human communication developed by philosophers and
linguists. The first one is the Agent-Oriented
Programming (AOP) framework, proposed
by Shoham [45]. AOP specializes object oriented programming by defining the state of an
agent, and restricting the kinds of messages which agents can send or receive. The state of
an agent consists of beliefs, commitments, capabilities, and decisions. An agent receives
and sends messages, such as ‘inform’, ‘request’, ‘offer’, ‘accept’ and others. The second
language is the Agent Communication Language (ACL) [23], provided in the context of the
ARPA knowledge sharing effort. ACL includes two main components: (i) a representation
language for the contents of messages (called Knowledge Interchange Format-KIF),
which is an extension of first-order logic; and (ii) a communication
language KQML
(Knowledge Query and Manipulation
Language) [17,32], which consists of a set of
communication
primitives that aim to support cooperation among agents in distributed
applications. The KQML communication primitives enable agents to exchange and request
knowledge, and to cooperate during problem solving.
Both AOP and KQML are languages similar to those in the family of so-called
coordination languages [ 131. These extend sequential languages with constructs to support
concurrency and coordination. In a similar way, ACLs, such as AOP and KQML, extend
knowledge representation
formalisms with knowledge communication
primitives and
focus on defining knowledge-level coordination languages, which can be used to specify a
range of cooperation strategies. Although ACLs can be seen as analogous to coordination
languages in distributed computing, they should be situated at a higher level of abstraction,
as their aim is to support coordination not at the symbol but at the knowledge level [39].
That is, they should provide communication primitives which support the use, request, and
supply of knowledge independently from implementation-related
aspects.
Our aim in this paper is to analyze the communication
primitives used in ACLs and
the implications for the underlying level (symbol level) to see whether they can really
support the notion of distributed, knowledge-level programming-i.e.,
whether agents can
be programmed solely at the speech act level, without a programmer use of symbol-level
communication
and concurrency control mechanisms. In order to achieve this goal, we
address the following issues: (i) we investigate if it is possible to program solely at the
level of an agent communication
language; and if this is the case, (ii) we try to establish
which requirements and conditions need to be imposed on the underlying architecture.
We argue that, although knowledge level distributed programming is possible, this is only
the case if a number of careful assumptions about the communication
primitives and the
underlying architecture are made, including asynchronous communication
mechanisms,
reliable message passing, and nonblocking primitives.
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To obtain a more rigorous understanding
of these issues we proceed in a formal
way. First, we postulate a set of requirements that an agent communication
language
should satisfy to be regarded as knowledge-level.
These requirements also include some
of the typical properties that distributed systems should satisfy in general. Then, we
define a knowledge-level
agent communication
language (KL-ACL) as a subset of
KQML including only knowledge-level
communication
primitives, and we show that a
synchronous version of the language does not satisfy our requirements for knowledgelevel programming. Finally, we show how an alternative asynchronous version of KL-ACL
can be defined, which avoids the aforementioned
problems. To prove these results, we
introduce a general framework for reasoning on communication
and concurrency aspects
in the context of agent communication
languages.
1.1. Agents and concurrency
A general framework to deal with these issues should be able to integrate achievements
and results from many diverse research areas, including philosophical studies on human
communication
[ 14,441, the design of agent languages in AI [ 15,23,32,43], the development of parallel and distributed programming languages [ 1,7,9,10,13,55] and the theory of
concurrency [27,33,35].
In fact, on the one hand, a collection of agents will often include humans performing
some of the tasks; thus, it is essential that a communication
language for software
agents include features that facilitate their interaction with people. On the other hand,
such a communication
language has to rely on the standard mechanisms to support
communication in distributed systems like message passing or remote procedure calls.
This integration has not been completely achieved in either AOP or KQML. In fact,
while they both describe the syntax and the structure of the communication
primitives,
neither formulates precise requirements for the underlying concurrent system. Although
AOP is based on a well known model of concurrent computations, the actor model [26], the
description in [45] does not discuss the mapping between AOP and an underlying actorbased language. Likewise, KQML designers make only some quite general assumptions
concerning the ability of the underlying transport level to convey ordered and reliable
point-to-point message passing [ 18,3 11. 2 For example the TCP/IP protocol satisfies these
assumptions. Finally, while the papers describing the AOP model discuss a number of
requirements for the underlying languages-for
instance that they should be able to support
multiple levels of abstractions [45], papers describing KQML do not outline any symbol
level requirements which need to be obeyed to support these agent level approaches. For
example, whether the transport level is characterised by synchronous or asynchronous
mechanisms or whether it makes use of blocking or nonblocking primitives.
Our approach is based on the translation of the asynchronous version of KL-ACL into a
process algebra. This allows us to have a more rigorous understanding of the mapping of
* Yannis Labrou in his Ph.D. Thesis [29] suggested a set of requirements that every KQML implementation
should meet including the use of symbolic names and asynchronous communication, but the rationale behind them
is not discussed. However, these requirements are not included in the last proposal for a new KQML specification
1311.
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ACLs onto communication
languages for distributed systems and to prove that KL-ACL
satisfies the postulated requirements for knowledge-level programming.
Process algebras are formalisms developed to study the semantics of concurrent and
distributed systems [33]. In these formalisms processes are represented as entities of an
algebra, thus they can be combined and equated according to a set of algebraic laws; in this
way several interesting properties of concurrent systems can be proved. For our purposes,
we exploit an algebra of actors, which we have designed as a compromise between the
standard process algebras, where processes are modelled as stateless entities, and the
actor model, an abstract model for interacting agents introduced by Carl Hewitt [26]. This
algebra embodies a clean formal definition and a clear, easy-to-understand
programming
style, representing processes as actors, i.e., entities having a state and a bebaviaur. These
features enable us to model agents and ACLs at the right level of abstraction: because
agents’ behaviour is determined by their internal (mental) state, it is difficult to represent
them in standard process algebras where processes are stateless entities.
An additional benefit of this approach is that we can also import to agent communication
languages based on speech acts, techniques and results developed from the theory of
concurrency, for instance criteria establishing
equivalence of agents with respect to
communication
and concurrency issues.
1.2. Outline of the paper
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the agent communication
languages and KQML, and in Section 3 we discuss a number of requirements which
characterize the nation of knowledge-level
distributed programming.
In Section 4 we
define KL-ACL, the agent communication
language which is studied in the paper, and
we illustrate its use by means of a few programming examples. In Section 5 we discuss the
basic communication mechanisms of the agent communication languages which, we claim,
are close to those of the actor model [l], and in Section 6 we introduce our actor algebra
with its operational semantics. In Section 7 we show how the asynchronous version of KLACL can be translated into the actor algebra and in Section 8 we prove that this version
of KL-ACL fulfills our requirements for knowledge-level
programming. In Section 9 we
illustrate the expressive power of the asynchronous KL-ACL presenting the specification
of an agent program that implements the contract-net protocol [49]. Finally, we conclude
the paper discussing our results and providing several remarks and insights which can be
useful to design the agent communication
languages of the future.

2. Agent communication

languages

The multi-agent systems we are considering are systems composed of a set of intelligent
software agents, communicating
by means of an agent communication
language defined
according to the speech acts theory. That theory, much broader than necessary to our aims,
is a general framework for modeling human communication,
which partly influenced the
theory of multi-agent systems 1441. A speech act or, more precisely, an illocutionary act, is
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an utterance by which the speaker performs a given action. Such actions include requesting,
offering, promising, telling, accepting, etc. [ 141.
In agent communication
languages, such as KQML, speech acts are represented as
messages expressing performatives, i.e., actions which succeed simply because the agent
communicates that it is doing so. A speech act message should always succeed and its
semantics is that the agent is attempting to communicate its mental state [15]. Typically,
a message includes: a type, which expresses the type of the communication
action,
suggesting an illocutionary force, for instance requesting or telling; a content expressed
in a given knowledge representation formalism; and additional information to be used for
communication,
for instance, the sender and the recipient of the message. To give an idea
of an agent communication
language based on these concepts, we illustrate KQML which
represents the result of the current effort on a standard language for communicating agents.
2.1. KQML
KQML was developed in the context of the ARPA knowledge sharing effort [38] by
the User Interface Group [18]. The goal was to build a general-purpose
standard for
interagent communication,
where agents may range from simple programs and databases
to knowledge-based
systems. KQML is based on speech acts: it provides a set of
communication primitives+alledpe$omzatives-supporting
a wide range of cooperation
strategies. A proposal for a new KQML specification has been presented in [31]; in the
following we will refer to this new specification.
A KQML message is expressed as a list in accordance with the syntax of the LISP
programming language. 3 The first element of the list is a perJormative (i.e., the type of
the message) and the others are parameters identified by LISP keywords, 4 i.e., identifiers
which begin with a colon. As an example, here is a KQML message taken from [29]:
(ask-one
sender

6

:receiver

6

:language
:ontology
Ireply-with

prolog
foo
id1

xontent

“bar( Y, X)“)

The performative ask-one means that agent 2 (the sender) wants one of the instantiations
of “bar(Y, X)” (the contents) which are known by agent 6 (the receiver). Names of KQML
agents are represented as sequences of characters without white spaces (basically, LISP
symbols). In this paper we will denote them with lower case letters to obtain a uniform
notation. In particular, we will distinguish agent names (lower case letters with a hat) from
process (actors) names (lower case letters). The keywords :Zanguage and :ontology indicate
3 A LISP list has the form of a sequence of items enclosed between
simple elements (atoms) or lists. For instance: (a b c) and (and (loves
4 A keyword is a common notation adopted in LISP which allows
independently of the position in which it appears in a function call or

two round brackets, where items are either
maty X) (male X)) are both LISP lists.
a LISP user to refer to a given parameter
in a structure.
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the language in which the content is expressed and the ontology we are considering,
respectively. The ontology represents the particular conceptualization
of the world to which
the agent performing the communication
action is committed; the contents of the message
must be interpreted in the context of the specified ontology. The keyword :reply-with states
that an answer to this message must contain the id1 identifier.
KQML performatives can be classified as follows [29]:
(1) Discourse perjormatives. These performatives are based on speech acts and can be
used to exchange knowledge between two agents.
(2) Intervention and mechanics of conversutionperJormatives.
These performatives aim
to modify the normal course of conversation introducing more complex interaction
protocols or terminating the current conversation.
(3) Networking andfacilitationperformatives.
These performatives allow agents to find
other agents that can process their queries by forwarding or broadcasting them.
A typical discourse performative is (tell :sen_der 2 Ireceiver i :contents p :in-replyto id) which means that the agent ci states to b that p is true. Note that the notion of
true is intended here with respect to a particular agent: in this case agent_; believes p
to be true. Another discourse performative is (ask-one :sender 6 :rec$ver b :contents p)
meaning that agent 6 wants one of the instances of p which are true in b. A typical instance
of an intervention performative isA(error Isender 2 Ireceiver 6 :in-reply-to id), meaning
that agent ci received from agent b a mal-formed message having identifier id. A typical
instance of a networking performative is (forward :sender G zreceiver 6 :to (i :contents m)
meaning that agent ii wants agent 6 to forward the KQML message m to agent 2.
The specification of KQML assumes a set of reserved performative parameters which are
represented by the following keywords: Isender, :receiver, xontent, Aanguage, :ontology,
:from, :to, :in-reply-to and :reply-with. Parameters ifrom and :to are used in networking
performatives to specify additional routing information. Parameters :in-reply-to and :replywith identify a conversation, i.e., a sequence of messages which are related to one another.
For example, if a request contains the keyword :reply-with followed by an identifier the
answer should contain the keyword :in-reply-to followed by the same identifier. The use of
the other parameters has been illustrated in the first example above.

3. Requirements for a knowledge-level agent communication language
A knowledge-level agent is an agent in which all excess detail is eliminated: the internal
state consists entirely of sentences in predicate calculus which represents its mental state
and the supported operation are those for supplying and requesting knowledge to the agent
[24]. Although the mental state of such an agent can also include beliefs and propositions
concerning other agents, this notion of knowledge-level
cannot be straightforwardly
extended to a distributed framework, because problems concerning communication
and
concurrency may arise when several knowledge-level
agents interact. For instance, two
mutual requests for knowledge may cause a deadlock.
Our aim is to extend the notion of knowledge-level to a distributed scenario identifying
conditions that would allow knowledge-level
programming, without programmer use of
symbol-level communication
and concurrency control mechanisms.
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In formulating our definition we assume that our set of agents is statically defined and
allocated on a set of processors. This means that we do not consider here issues related
to the dynamic creation of agents and the allocation of agents to processors. Given this
assumption, we postulate that, in order to support our notion of distributed knowledgelevel programming, an agent system should satisfy the following requirements:
(i> The language should provide only knowledge-level primitives, i.e., speech acts
having a propositional content.
(ii) The programmer should not have to handle physical addresses of agents explicitly.
(iii) The programmer should not have to handle communication faults explicitly.
(iv) The programmer should not have to handle starvation issues explicitly. A situation
of starvation arises when an agent’s performative never gets executed despite being
enabled.
(v) The programmer should not have to handle communication deadlocks 5 explicitly.
A communication deadlock situation occurs when two agents try to communicate,
but they do not succeed; for instance because they mutually wait for each other to
answer a query [48].
The first requirement is quite obvious and states that in order to talk about knowledgelevel programming,
the primitives need to be defined at the knowledge-level.
This
requirement
appears to be satisfied by AOP while KQML includes networking and
facilitation performatives, such as forward and broadcast, which are not speech acts and
appear not to be at the knowledge level since they do not concern knowledge management,
but network management issues; furthermore, they do not have a propositional content.
More precisely, the content of a message having a forward or a broadcast performative is
a KQML message which includes another performative.
Requirements (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) are symbol level requirements, which enforce the
idea that “true” knowledge-level
programming is concerned with the use, request, and
supply of knowledge, and not with lower-level issues such as reliability, synchronization
of competing requests, the allocation of resources, or the physical location of agents on the
network.
Requirement (ii) states that a knowledge-level
communication
primitive should not
depend on where the requested information
is located on the network, i.e., on a
physical address of the agent. This requirement can be achieved by associating symbolic
names to agents or supporting an anonymous interaction protocol, where agents perform
requests of knowledge to the outside world without the need of explicitly specifying the
recipient of their requests. In distributed computing anonymous interaction is supported
by coordination languages such as Linda [ 131 or ActorSpaces [3] which exploit generative
and pattern-directed communication.
For example, in Linda, a process that wants to send
a request puts a message in a shared memory, the tuple space, i.e., a shared bag containing
items which are stored without any constraint or relationship among one another. Another
process that is able to answer the query retrieves the message performing pattern matching
and puts the answer in the tuple space, where it can be read from the first process. Using

5 Two types of deadlocks have been discussed in the literature: resource deadlocks, which can occur when two
processes try to access a common resource, and communication deadlocks, which can occur in message passing.
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this mechanism the first process is able to communicate with the second without being
aware of its name or physical address.
Requirements (iii) and (iv) imply that the communication mechanism should be reliable,
i.e., whenever a speech act is performed it must eventually be received by the target
agent without transmission errors. Reliability concerning the transmission of messages
can be ensured exploiting an adequate transport level protocol, for instance TCP/IP, or
implementing reliable performatives on an unreliable transport level protocol. Although
protocols implementing
reliable data streams such as TCP/IP enable agents to perform
reliable sequenced message delivery, there also situations where a stream can be broken,
for instance if one of the agents fails or if a connection breaks [lo]. These failures may
have implications at the knowledge level as a broken agent cannot answer requests for
knowledge. These issues have been addressed by distributed computing technologies with
the goals of enabling reliable process group communication
in local [lo] or wide area
networks [8]. The basic idea behind these mechanisms is to present a consistent view
of the active components of the system at the higher layers of software; this view is
transparently updated by a failure-detection
subsystem. A similar technology can also be
applied to multi-agent systems assuming that the set of agents known at the knowledgelevel is governed by an underlying failure-detection
subsystem.
Requirements (iv) and (v) concern typical safety and liveness properties of distributed
systems [7]: a safety property states that the system never enter a bad state, for instance a
deadlock one; a liveness property states that a system will eventually enter a good state,
for instance that a message which has been sent is always received. These properties can
be verified exploiting an assertional reasoning approach, where assertions are associated
to states and actions, for instance, the transmission of a message, changes a state from
one satisfying one assertion to a new one satisfying another. An alternative approach is
to exploit a form of operational reasoning, considering the possible execution histories
of programs written in the algebra of actors. The second approach is more adequate for
the limited scope of this paper, and allows us to give to the reader an intuitive proof of
our claims without making the contents of the paper too formal. On the other hand, the
assertional approach requires the definition of a program logic for reasoning on assertions,
thus of another formalism in addition to KL-ACL and the algebra of actors.

4. A knowledge-level

agent communication

language

As a starting point, to define a knowledge-level ACL, we consider KQML and we focus
our attention mainly on communication
actions; we do not deal with other aspects such as
the language used for representing messages, or the adopted ontology. We assume that our
set of agents is statically defined, each agent has a symbolic name and a virtual knowledge
base (VKB), and that each communication
action has associated its contents in a given
knowledge representation formalism.
More formally, let AAcL be a countable set of agent names: 6, i, t, . . . will range over
ddcL,VKBC, will be the virtual knowledge base of agent 6, we define agent terms Ag, Ag’,
Ag”, . . . , having the following abstract syntax: Ag ::= 2 1AglAg. As an example, the agent
represents a set of agents (61 , 62, . . , , ai) running in parallel; 1 is an
term&t/&]...]&,
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associative and commutative operator. We assume first-order formulas p built from firstorder terms, agent names, and any predicate symbol we wish. We also assume an operation
update(p) which updates the VKB of an agent executing it. We adopt the following abstract
syntax for communication
actions: pelformative(Z,6,
p) where pe$ormutive represents
the communication
action, fi and 6 are the names of the recipient agent and of the sender
agent, respectively, and p is the contents of the message; m, m’, m” will range over such
communication actions. Agents react to messages received from other agents and from the
user. In accordance with the KQML specification [ 18,311, each agent has an associated
handlerfunction
which maps the received message onto the list of communication actions
which must be executed when that message is received. & will be the handler function of
agent ii; the handler function is enclosed in the VKB of an agent: for each agent ii E dAcc,
Hs s VKB;, and VKBd - H; is a set of first-order formulas p.
The handler function i! expressed by a set of clauses (rl, r2, . . . , r,) having the form
handZer(pe$ormative(ii,
b, p)) t K where K is the body, i.e., a sequence of literals
hl r\h2r\...
A h, where each hi can be a communication
action, the update operation or
a predicate on the VKB of the agent. As an example, if we want to specify that: whenever
agent i receives a message m, it checks the predicate p on its VKI3, it updates its VKB
with p and sends agent 6 a done message. The handler function has the form:
H;: handler(m)

t

PA
update(p)

A

tell@, 2, done)
There are no explicit receive primitives inside such predicates. Idle agents repeatedly
look for messages: they perform pattern matching between the incoming message and
the head of clauses and, when a matching succeeds, the body of the selected clause is
executed. For instance, given a clause handler(m) t hl A h:! A . . . A h,, when an agent
receives a message m’ matching with m, first, it substitutes in the body the variables that are
bound in the matching phase, then it executes h 1, hz, h3, . . . , h, in order. If a failure occurs
the execution stops and the agent starts waiting for other messages; backtracking is not
allowed. According to the definition of performatives [ 151 we assume that communication
actions always succeed; this is also the case of the update predicate. Thus failures can only
be generated by predicates on the VKB of the agent.
The set of performatives used in KQML is large, as different kinds of coordination
models are supported [ 171. In particular, the new proposal for a KQML specification [3 l]
includes 36 performatives. This means that it will be difficult to study a language which
includes most of them in the context of a single paper. Therefore, for our purposes, we will
only consider a subset of the KQML performatives (insert, ask-one, tell and broadcast)
which, as we will show below, is expressive enough to model complex interaction
mechanisms such as the Contract Net ProtocoZ [49]. The KQML performatives we have
chosen have the following definitions [31]:
l insert(ci, b, ,p): agent b asks agent ii to insert p in VKBa ;
l ask-one(ii,
b, p): agent 6 wants one of agent ii’s instantiations of p that is true in
VKB; ;
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p): the contents of the message is in VKB;;

broadcast(2,6,
p): agent 6 wants to forward a KQML message to all the agents that
agent 2 knows of.
All these performatives
except broadcast are discourse performatives and can be
considered at the knowledge level. On the other hand, broadcast cannot be considered a
knowledge-level primitive because an agent performing a broadcast operation must specify
implementation
details that should be hidden at the knowledge level. For instance, it must
know the name of the agent which is able to execute the real broadcast operation, and it
must send to this agent the broadcast message. Moreover, the content of the broadcast
performative is a KQML message and not a proposition.
Since the first requirement that we have postulated states that such a language should
provide only knowledge-level
communication
primitives, we define a knowledge-level
version of the KQML broadcast performative, ask-everybody,
having the following
semantics:
l
ask-everybody(6, p): for each agent 6i in the system (except 6) agent 6 wants one of
the instantiations of p that is true in VKB;, .
This performative implements an anonymous interaction protocol; an agent which
executes an ask-everybody primitive does not need to know the names of all the agents
which will be the targets of the request. This protocol is a simplification of ordinary
protocols of agent communication
languages, where agents declare their interests and
anonymous requests are forwarded to agents on the basis of these declarations [ 17,211,
but it is abstract enough to discuss knowledge-level issues.
In summary, KL-ACL, the Knowledge-Level
Agent Communication
Language which
will be studied in this paper includes the following communication
actions: insert, uskone, tell and ask-everybody, having the semantics defined above. In particular a KL-ACL
program is defined as follows:
l

Definition 1 (KL-ACL). A KL-ACL program consists of an agent term Ag and it includes
the specifications of the handler function H;, and of the virtual knowledge base VKB;, , for
all the agents 2 E Ag.
4.1. KL-ACL agents
There are several multi-agent scenarios which have been surveyed in the literature
[37,50] and of course KL-ACL does not fit all of them; here we discuss the main
characteristics of KL-ACL agents.
KL-ACL allows a user to specify how agents react to incoming messages exploiting
predicates on their VKB and on the contents of incoming messages, and executing
communication
actions and/or updating their VKB. Thus, a KL-ACL agent is a reactive
agent which is only activated by incoming messages. However, the VKB of a KL-ACL
agent can also contain knowledge and beliefs of other agents and a representation
of
the environment, and it can be updated dynamically taking into account the contents of
incoming messages. Moreover, a kind of pro-active agent can be simulated in KL-ACL
including, at the end of the body of all the clauses of its handler function, a communication
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action which is addressed to the agent itself: this performative will be subsequently handled
by the agent which will be perpetually activated without the need of external messages.
These features make KL-ACL suitable for a significant class of multi-agent systems
ranging from reactive agents [12,37] acting in stimulus-response
manner, to deliberate
agents [24] deliberating on every cycle about which communication
action to perform, or
to collaborative agents [37] performing complex reasoning capabilities about other agents
and about their joint and competing actions.
Although in this paper we only analyze a restricted scenario where agents interact in a
two-step (ask and tell) protocol, KL-ACL can also be extended to include more knowledgelevel performatives which may allow a user to define more complex interaction protocols.
Concerning the knowledge representation language for the VKB of KL-ACL agents
we have chosen first-order predicate calculus to make the approach more general. But,
the framework we propose is not necessarily committed to any particular knowledge
representation formalism. Thus, also an extension of first-order logic such as KIF [23]
or a less expressive but decidable system like a description logic [25] can be considered
for defining the VKB of KL-ACL agents.
4.2. Synchronous

versus asynchronous

KL-ACL

To illustrate our argument we discuss the issues concerning the implementation
of KLACL on a message-passing
architecture, where we assume a reliable message delivery
mechanism and where we assume that all the agents in the system are always reachable. 6
In this context, the following design choices for communication
actions have to be
specified:
a Communication
actions can be synchronous
or asynchronous:
the synchronous
version does not allow the buffering of messages, thus a message to be delivered
needs a “rendez-vous” between the sending and the receiving agent; the asynchronous
version assumes that the buffering of messages is possible, thus an agreement with the
receiving agent is not required to send a message.
l The ask-one
and the ask-everybody performatives can be blocking or nonblocking:
a blocking ask primitive stops the execution of an agent until the answer is available,
while a nonblocking ask-one allows the agent to continue its execution.
Our claim is that these options have an influence on the requirements for knowledgelevel programming
that we have defined in Section 3. To illustrate this problem, we
consider a synchronous version of our language where the ask primitives are blocking
operations: an agent executing an ask-one performative suspends its execution until it

6 Reliable message delivery cannot be guaranteed with certainty in a distributed system having an asynchronous
communication model. But, we can assume an infinite buffer capacity and provide reliability with some level of
confidence, which will become higher and higher with the development of new hardware and innovative network
technology. Also agents and connections failures cannot be avoided with certainty in a distributed system. An
approach to solve this problem is to rely on a failure detection subsystem [lo] which detects failures and
reflects them at the knowledge level. In this case the implementation of knowledge-level primitives becomes
more complex than the one presented in this paper, because it must take into account possible failures of agents
during message delivering.
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receives the answer; and an agent executing
the answers of the agents in the system.

an ask-everybody per-formative waits for all

Definition 2 (Synchronous KL-ACL). A synchronous KL-ACL program is a KL-ACL
program (Definition 1) where the clauses of the handler functions of agents are defined
exploiting the update primitive, any predicate on the VKB of the agents one wishes, and
the following synchronous communication actions: insert, ask-one, tell and ask-everybody
where the ask primitives are blocking operations.
We illustrate this synchronous version of KL-ACL by means of two programming
examples. A formal operational semantics of a subset of KL-ACL, including ask-one, insert
and tell only, can be found in a previous paper by the author [ 191.
Example 3. Suppose that agent 6, representing a bank, has information on the rates of
exchange of foreign currencies and it can purchase or sell a set amount of,a foreign currency
into Italian lire. Agent 6, representing a client of the bank, asks agent b about the rate of
exchange of the United Kingdom pounds sterling and of the German marks with respect
to Italian lire. This agent system is represented by the agent term 21; and the handler
functions consist of these predicates:
Hz: handZer(teZZ(_,Y, Starr)) t
ask-one(6, 6, rate(ukgounds, X)) A
update( rate(ukqounds, X)) A
ask-one(G,S, rate(g_mrks,
update(rate(g_marks, Z))

Z)) A

Hi: handler(ask-one(_, Y, rate(C, X))) +
rate(C, X) A
telZ(Y, b, rate(C, X))
handZer(ask-one(_, Y, change(C, Q, X))) t
change(C, Q, X) A
teZZ(Y,6, change(C, Q, X))
When agent ii receives a start message it executes an ask-one primitive and it starts
waiting for the answer; as soon as agent b becomes idle it synchronizes with ii, it receives
the message and it executes the body of the clause. In this case, the handler function
specifies that two operations have to be executed: the agent asks information on its VKB
executing the predicate rate(C, X) and then it sends the answer to agent ii executing a tell
performative. In the meantime, since the ask primitive is blocking. agent ii is still waiting
for the answer. Only when agent iz receives the answer it restarts, it updates its VKB and
it performs the second query. This situation is represented in the static agent diagram in
Fig. 1. A static agent diagram is a graphical representation of agents similar to actor event
diagrams [2]. An agent is represented as a vertical line which represents the linear arrival
order of communication
actions (solid arrows). When the line is dashed it means that the
corresponding agent is idle waiting for a message.
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Fig. 1. The synchronous KL-ACL (Example 3).

Example 4. Let us consider the same application domain of the previous example,
and suppose that agent 2 wants to know the rates of exchange of United Kingdom
pounds sterling with respect to Italian lire from all the banks which are known in the
system, before issuing an exchange request. Given that h, t and 2 are the names of the
agents which represent the available banks, this agent system can be modelled with the
agent term i;$l;ld,
where the handler function for Zi is defined below, and the handler
functions of the agents implementing banks are those of the previous example (see Hi in
Example 3).
H; : handZer(teZZ(_, Y, start)) t
ask-everybody(ti,

rute(ukgounds,

best-rute(rute(ukgounds,

X), L) A

L, V)) A

ask-one( V, 6, chunge(ukgounds,

100, Lire))

When agent ci receives a start message it executes an ask-everybody performative and
it starts waiting for all the answers; since the primitive is blocking, the agent will wake up
only when all the answers have been received. We assume that L, which has been added as
an extra parameter to the ask-everybody performative, represents the list of such answers.
More precisely, L is a list of pairs having the form (6, p) where p is a solution (i.e., an
instantiation of rute(uk_pounds,
X)) and 6 is the name of the agent which computed it.
When agent ii wakes up it selects the bank offering the best exchange rate and it sends to
this bank an exchange request. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 2, where we suppose that
bank b offers the best rate.
In order to obtain a correct behaviour of the ask and tell protocol and prevent the
system from falling into naive deadlocks which depend on the fact that the ask operations
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tell(_,Y,start)

’
ask-everybody(&,rate(uk_pounds,X),L)
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tell(B,&r&e(uk_pounc4j,2850))
ask-one(&,ii,change(uk_pounds,lOO,Lire)i
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I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I

tell(B,b,change(uk_pounds,100,290000))
Fig. 2. The synchronous KL-ACL (Example 4).

are blocking
restrictions:

in a synchronous

system, the handler function

should satisfy the following

Definition 5 (Restrictions of,the synchronous handlerfunction). handler(ask-one(ci, 6, p))
and handZer(ask-everybody(b,
p, L)) must be rules containing a tell communication
action, teZZ(6,ci, p’) (the answer), where p’ is an instantiation of p. All the communication actions which precede this answer must be different from ask-one(6, ii, p”) or askeverybody(;) p”, L), otherwise an immediate deadlock is generated.
4.3. Anonymous

versus agent-to-agent

interoperation

To support anonymous interoperation of agents an ACL should provide mechanisms
which give to each agent the illusion that the capabilities of all the other agents are provided
directly by the system [47].
The two examples presented above show that a completely anonymous interaction
protocol may not be a compelling mechanism for multi-agent systems. In Example 3, when
agent 6 receives the request ask-one(_, Y, rate(C, X)), it needs to know an address to send
the answer to the client agent: this must be the address of the agent which sent the request
(i.e., Y). Moreover, in Example 4 agent ii, receiving the list of all the exchange rates,
needs to send an exchange request to the bank offering the best rate only. In summary,
when there are many agents, both agents b and 2 need to explicitly know the target of
their communications.
Thus, an agent-to-agent interaction mechanism seems to be more
adequate to model such situations. This is also the interaction mechanism that KQML
assumes at the level of agents [3 I].
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However, the implementation
of a completely anonymous
interaction protocol is
possible. As an example, we can realize an ask-one primitive which performs dispatching
taking into account the contents of messages that have been received previously. For
instance, suppose that rute(ukgounds,
2900) is the best answer, we need an ask primitive
having the form
ask-one( rute(ukgounds,

2900)) change(ukgounds,

100, Lire)),

specifying that the request chunge(ukgounds,
100, Lire) should be send to the agent
that sent the information rute(ukqounds,
2900). To exploit this protocol a database of
dispatching information which associates each received proposition to a certain address
is needed; of course, if the goal is to implement an anonymous protocol, this database
must be hidden to the user. Another approach which has been presented in [47] is to build
a Federation Architecture where each agent sends all the requests to a system agent, a
facilitator, which realizes a virtual agent with the capabilities of all the other agents.
The main drawback of these anonymous interaction approaches is that the agents must
relinquish some of their autonomy with respect to the system [47], for instance they cannot
explicitly represent knowledge and beliefs of other agents, thus they cannot reason on their
joint and competing actions. For this reason we will not further investigate such a solution.
4.4. Analysis of the synchronous KL-ACL
Now let’s analyze the behaviour of the synchronous KL-ACL in order to see whether
it satisfies the requirements for knowledge-level postulated in Section 3. Requirements (i)
and (ii) are satisfied from the definition of KL-ACL which includes only knowledge-level
primitives and associates symbolic names to physical addresses of agents.
Requirements (iii) and (iv) are ensured from the reliable message delivery assumption
we have made at the beginning of Section 4.
The last requirement that our language needs to satisfy concerns communication
deadlocks. Because the system is synchronous and the ask message is blocking, situations
of deadlock can indeed arise. Although, we have assumed restrictions 5 of the handler
function.
For example, let’s consider threeagents 6, i and 2 in Fig. 3. Suppose that agent 2 sends
an ask-one performative to agent 6, and that agent b sends an ask-one performative to
agent ?. If agent I? sends an ask-one message to agent ci a deadlock occurs because agent 6
is still waiting for an answer, and all the other agents are also waiting. Thus, agents try to
perform communication
actions but they do not succeed. This situation corresponds to the
following handler functions:
Hi: handler(tell(_,

Y, start)) t
ask-one(6,6,

Hi: hundler(usk-one(_,

Y, X)) t

ask-one(2,
Ht: hundler(ask-one(_,

p)

6, p’)

Y, X)) t
ask-one(S)

2, p”)
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ask-one(&E,p”)

Fig. 3. A deadlock situation.

Deadlock avoidance is therefore not guaranteed in this system. The problem cannot be
solved with a careful implementation
of the communication primitives because it depends
on the blocking semantics of the primitives themselves. An alternative solution could
avoid deadlocks by guaranteeing certain statically enforceable restrictions. For example,
mutually recursive requests could be ‘banned’.
Different solutions to this problem have different advantages and disadvantages and a
detailed discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of the paper. The main point here
is that our ‘naive’ synchronous KL-ACL does not support the postulated requirements
for knowledge-level
programming.
This suggests that the specification of knowledgelevel communication
primitives and agent-level languages has to go hand in hand with
a precise specification of the underlying symbol-level architecture. To this purpose in the
next section we discuss an alternative, asynchronous KL-ACL, which satisfies our set of
requirements and can therefore be seen as a candidate for the definition of a knowledgelevel agent communication
language.
4.5. The asynchronous KL-ACL
As discussed in the previous section our synchronous agent language does not satisfy
the given requirements for knowledge-level
distributed programming. This is due to the
synchronous nature of the system and the blocking ask primitives. Let us now consider an
alternative version of the same language, which makes use of an asynchronous transport
level allowing buffering of messages and supporting nonblocking
ask primitives. This
execution model is slightly different from the previous one since an agent waits for
messages only when it is idle. Requests for knowledge do not block the agent executing
them; it can continue its current execution. This implies that agents receive answers to ask
questions only when they are idle.
As a consequence of this assumption we have to modify slightly the communication
primitives we have defined above. Firstly, since communication
is asynchronous and not
blocking the ask-everybody performative succeeds and terminates without waiting for all
the answers, and thus the extra parameter, which was used to store the list of such answers,
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is not needed any more. Secondly, since we have assumed that the programmer performing
an ask-everybody performative does not need to know the names of all the recipient agents
in the system (the ask-everybody performative delivers anonymously a request to agents),
a mechanism is needed to notify the programmer that all the answers related to a given
request have been received. To solve this problem we introduce the built-in predicate allanswers which is true if all the answers related to a given ask-everybody request have been
processed.

Definition 6 (A.synchronous KL-ACL). An asynchronous

KL-ACL program is a KL-ACL
program (Definition 1) where the clauses of the handler functions of agents are defined
exploiting the update primitive, any predicate on the VKB of the agents one wishes, and
the following asynchronous (nonblocking) communication actions:
l insert(6,6,
p) : agent 6 asks agent ii to insert p in VKB; ;
l ask-one(G, i,
p): agent 6 wants one of agent ii’s instantiations
of p that is true in
VKB; ;
a tell(ii, 6, p): the content of the message is in VKBi;
ask-everybody(6, p): for each agent iii in the system (except 6) agent i wants one of
the instantiation of p that is true in VKB;, ;
and the built-in predicate:
l all-answers(p):
is a predicate which succeeds when an agent receives all the answers
relative to a given request p, where p must be exactly the same term (modulo variable
renaming) occurring in the associated request.
l

The communication
actions and the update operation always succeed. A failure may
occur evaluating predicates on the VKB of the agent or the all-answers predicate. To
illustrate how the asynchronous version of KL-ACL works, we present the asynchronous
encoding of Examples 3 and 4.

Example 7. In Example 3 agent 6 has information

on the rates of exchange of foreign
currencies into Italian lire and agent 6 asks agent 6 for such knowledge. This situation can
be modelled in the asynchronous KL-ACL with the following handler predicates:
Hi: hundler(telZ(_,

Y, start)) t
ask-one(i, Z,
ask-one(6,

hundZer(tell(_,

rute(ukgounds,
ii, rute(g_marks,

Y, rute(C, X)))

t

updute(rute(C,

X))

Hi: hundZer(usk-one(_,

Y, rute(C, X)))

X)) A
X))

t

rute(C, X) A
teZZ(Y, 6, rute(C, X))

The main difference with the synchronous language is that when agent ci executes the
first query it does not block waiting for the answer (see Fig. 4), but it continues the
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ask-one(&iL,rate(g_marks,X))

--

update

update

t
Fig. 4. The asynchronous

KL-ACL (Example 7).

execution performing the second query. For this reason we have to specify the handler
predicate to deal with the tell message, while in the synchronous version the update
operation immediately follows the request per-formative.
Since the request performative and the treatment of the answer (the tell message) do not
occur in the same clause of the handler function, we need a mechanism to associate an
answer to a given request. In KL-ACL we assume a mechanism based on matching, i.e.,
the head of the clause dealing with the tell message must match with the expected answer.
If we guarantee that the handler function is deterministic this mechanism can be proved to
be correct.
KQML provides a mechanism based on identifiers to bind an answer to a particular
request: a request is associated with a unique identifier which follows the keyword :replywith in the performative. This identifier will be used by the agent to identify the answer,
exploiting the keyword :in-reply-to. Although this seems to be a useful mechanism to
implement complex cooperation protocols, it also has an implication at the knowledge
level. In fact, whenever an agent sends or receives a request for knowledge it must also
deal with these identifiers explicitly.

Example 8. Let us now consider Example 4 where agent & wants to know information
the rates of exchange of United Kingdom

on
pounds sterling with respect to Italian lire from
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I
I

I

ask_everybody(8,rate(uk_pounds,X))

/r+

; ;

k-one(g,b,change(uk_pounds,100,Lire))

tell(8 6 change(uk_pounds

100 290000))

_::-i
Fig. 5. The asynchronous

KL-ACL (Example 8).

all the banks which are available in the system, and then it sends the exchange request to
the bank offering the best rate.
H;: handler(tell(_,

Y, start)) +ask-everybody(i?,

handZer(teZZ(_, Y, rate(ukqounds,
update(rate(Y,

rate(ukgounds,
Z)))

ukgounds,

all-answers(rate(ukgounds,
best-rate(W)

X))

+2)) A
X)) A

A

ask-one( W, ii, change(uk_pounds,

100, Lire))

When agent Li receives a start message it executes an ask-everybody performative and
it becomes idle (see Fig. 5). When agent ci receives a tell message having the form
teZZ(_, Y, rate(ukgounds,
Z)) it updates its VKB storing that the sender agent Y offers
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a certain exchange rate. Only when all the answers have been received (i.e., the predicate
X)) returns true) does the agent send a request to change 100
pounds sterling into Italian lire.
all-answers(rute(ukgounds,

The asynchronous version of KL-ACL does not need to satisfy the strong restrictions
imposed on the synchronous one in Definition 5, because both the ask primitives are
nonblocking operations. We must only guarantee that an answer to an ask performative
is eventually executed.
In the asynchronous KL-ACL an agent ri which receives an ask-one message from an
agent b can send an ask message to any agent including ci, before answering the query. This
second ask message will not cause an immediate deadlock. Thus, agents can now handle
recursive queries.
Moreover, deadlock situations such as the one presented in Section 4.4 cannot occur,
essentially because communication
actions never block. Thus, in contrast with the
synchronous model described in Section 4.2, the asynchronous language model intuitively
fulfills the stated requirements. In the remainder of this paper we introduce a formal
framework to achieve a more rigorous understanding
of these issues and to prove that
the postulated requirements for knowledge-level programming are satisfied.

5. Agents and interaction mechanisms
IU-ACL is an abstract formalism which allows a user to specify how agents react
to incoming messages. The language also provides high-level mechanisms to encode
autonomous reasoning capabilities as predicates, defined on the VKB of agents, which can
be called in the handler functions. KL-ACL is abstract in the sense that it does not deal with
low-level operational issues concerning communication
and concurrency; for instance, it
does not allow a user to represent the list of pending messages and/or the underlying
synchronizations
which are needed to deliver messages. On the other hand, if we want
to provide a framework to reason with the requirements postulated in Section 3, we have to
deal with such low-level issues. Indeed, as Robin Milner stated in his Turing award lecture,
“a theory of concurrency and interaction requires a new conceptual framework, not just a
refinement of what we find natural for sequential computing” [35]. In particular, we need to
specify how performatives are mapped onto messages and what are the laws which govern
message delivering.
The aim of this section is to individuate a semantics model which is sufficiently abstract
to reason with the requirements we have postulated and to to deal properly with all the
aspects of communication and concurrency which arise in multi-agent systems. A common
approach for modeling concurrent and distributed systems is to define process algebras.
These formalisms usually abstract out details which are not relevant to model interaction,
for instance, the internal actions of processes not involving communication,
and they
concentrate on describing communication
and concurrency aspects. In the same way that
CCS, a process algebra developed by Robin Milner [33], defines the basic communication
mechanisms for synchronous message-passing
languages in distributed computing, we
would like to identify a minimal set of primitives for agent communication
languages.
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For this purpose, we analyze multi-agent systems and their communication
languages, in
order to single out a set of basic interaction primitives.
l Agent
identity. In multi-agent systems there is a notion of agent-identity which is
similar to the notion of object-identity in object-oriented programming [28]. Identity
is that property of an agent which distinguishes it from all other agents. Support for
identity in multi-agent systems can be achieved by associating to each agent a unique
name; this is the approach followed by KQML. The name of the agent is also used as a
basic dispatching mechanism in message passing. This notion of agent-identity based
on names has a natural mapping in the actor model [l]. Actors are named objects
with a behaviour which is a function of incoming communications.
Each actor has a
unique name (mail address) determined at the time of its creation. This name is used to
specify the recipient of a message. Conversely, agent-identity is not easily embeddable
in formalisms such as CCS [33] or n-calculus
[34], where message dispatching is
performed by means of channels. In these formalisms the association address-process
is not unique: a process may have several ports (channels) from which it receives
messages and the same channel can be accessed by different processes.
l Synchronous
versus asynchronous message passing. Synchronous message passing is
the mechanism adopted by CCS and n-calculus, while the asynchronous version is
the approach adopted by actors [ 1] and by asynchronous process algebras [ 161. Since
our goal is to select a set of primitive interaction mechanisms, we need to specify
which kind of message passing should be considered as primitive in this context.
We claim that asynchronous message passing is the most suitable basic interaction
mechanism for multi-agent systems. Firstly, because synchronous communication
can still be modelled with an asynchronous
mechanism by providing adequate
synchronization constraints, while if we want to model asynchronous message passing
with a synchronous language, we need to introduce an extra agent to deal with
the buffering of messages. Secondly, in accordance with the thesis presented in
Section 4.5 and in a previous paper [ 191, asynchronous message passing guarantees a
higher-(knowledge)-level
programming style.
l Explicit
versus implicit message acceptance. Given that the basic message-passing
mechanism is asynchronous, and that the name of an agent is used to specify the
recipient of a message, we still have to establish which is the form of receive primitive
which is more suitable in multi-agent systems. The receive primitive may be blocking
or nonblocking, and may also be explicit or implicit. A blocking receive primitive
stops the execution of an agent until a message is available, while a nonblocking
receive allows the agent to continue its execution. A receive operation is explicit
when it appears in the program, while it is implicit when it does not correspond to an
operation in the programming language and is performed implicitly at certain points
of the computation: typically in actor systems the receive is implicit and is performed
only when the actor is idle, in which case the implicit receive can only be blocking
since there is no computation to carry on when the actor is idle.
Although some of the performatives
which commonly
appear in speech acts
languages, such as those of KQML, sometimes include an implicit receive primitive,
the semantics of all the performatives assumes that a certain message is transmitted
from a sender agent to a recipient agent and there are no receive performatives. For
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instance, when an agent sends an “ask-one” message to another agent, it is assumed
also that it starts waiting for the answer, thus, it performs an implicit receive operation.
In any case, the “ask-one” message must be transmitted to the other agent.
For this reason, we think that message acceptance should be implicit in a basic
calculus for multi-agent systems. Incidentally, it should be noted that asynchronous
message passing with an implicit receive mechanism is a basic feature of the actor
model.
l Stateless
processes versus actors. Intelligent agents operate on the basis of their
internal state, a mental state containing their own knowledge and their representation
of other agents and of the environment
[45]. Thus, a basic model for multiagent systems should provide an adequate abstraction to deal with this feature.
Unfortunately, standard process algebras such as CCS [33] or the n-calculus represent
processes as stateless entities, and the representation of an agent involves a large
number of processes. 7 On the other hand, actors are entities having a behaviour and
a state, which can be used to represent the mental state of an agent exploiting an
appropriate encoding.
In summary the actor model features all the basic interaction mechanisms we have
pointed out above, providing: support for agent identity, asynchronous message passing,
an implicit receive mechanism, and processes having a state. We have therefore chosen the
actor model as the foundation for our formal framework for multi-agent systems.
5. I. The actor model
Actors are self-contained agents with a state and a behaviour which is a function of
incoming communications.
Each actor has a unique name (mail address) determined at the
time of its creation. This name is used to specify the recipient of a message supporting
object identity, a property of an object which distinguishes each object from all others.
Actors communicate by asynchronous and reliable message passing exploiting an implicit
receive mechanism. They make use of three basic primitives which are asynchronous and
nonblocking:
create, to create new actors; send, to send messages to other actors; and
become, to change the behaviour of an actor [ 11.
To illustrate how an agent communication
language can be realized in terms of this set
of basic primitives and mechanisms, we have followed an algebraic approach. Our aim
has been to conform to standard formalisms exploited in the theory of concurrency and
in particular to process algebras, to facilitate the reuse of standard results of the theory
of concurrency. Typically, process algebras include a minimal set of primitives to model
communication
and concurrency in a given context, thus they are adequate for our goal.
In fact, we would like to model how performatives are realized in terms of low-level
communication
mechanisms rather than modeling their effect on the virtual knowledge
base of agents. Although several formalizations of the actor model have been proposed
in the past [1,4,5,46,51] * none of them follows an algebraic approach. For this reason
7 To get an idea of the complexity of this mapping the interested reader can refer to the paper [52], which
presents an encoding of an object-oriented language into the n-calculus.
8 A comparison with some of these approaches is presented in Section 6.4.
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we have developed a new formalism, an algebra of actors, which has been designed as a
compromise between the standard process algebras, such as the n-calculus [35], and the
actor model. The new formalism supports a nice, easy-to-understand
programming style
which allows the user to describe how a set of agents can be translated into a set of actors
intuitively, i.e., mapping agents onto entities having a state and performing sequences of
message-passing primitives, without resorting to the complex technical notation typical of
the n-cakulus.
The algebra of actors is described in detail in [22]. In the next section we
present a static version of this algebra which is enough for the limited scope of this paper.

6. A static algebra of actors
Since we made the assumption that our set of agents is statically defined and allocated
on a set of processors (see Section 3), we will only consider a static variant of the actor
model where primitives to create actors are not allowed in programs. Therefore, we only
present a static version of the actor algebra we have developed. The reader interested in the
dynamic aspects of the algebra and in a more complete description of the language and its
properties can refer to [22].
6. I. Syntax
Let A be a countable set of actor names: a, b, c, d, ai, bi, . . . will range over A. Let
C be a countable set of behaviour constants: C, C’, C”, . . . will range over C.Let V be a
set of values A c V;NIL, true, false will be value constants. We assume value expressions
e built from actor names, value constants, value variables, the expressions self, state and
message, and any operator symbol we wish. As a consequence V includes structured values
such as the list (a, k) or the set (k’, k”). We will denote values with u, u’, u”, . . when they
appear as contents of a message and with s, s’, s”,. . . when they represent the state of an
actor. [en: gives the value of e in V with respect to the actor named a and the state s; if
a E A,then [an: = a; UseZfjjy = a E A and [state]: = s E V return the name and the state
of the current actor, respectively. The special expression message represents the contents
of the last received message. Whenever a message is received, its content is substituted for
each occurrence of the expression message in the receiving actor.
The syntax of the algebra is defined at two separate levels, the level of actors (the
syntactic category A) and the level of programs (the syntactic category P). An actor term
represents a set of actors running in parallel and a set of pending messages. A program
term represents the behaviour of an actor.
Actor terms are defined by the following abstract syntax:
A ::=

“[Pls

1 ‘C,

1 (a, u) 1 AIA IO

and program terms are defined as:
P ::=

become(C,e).P

1send(el,ez).P

1el : PI +...+e,:

P,%1,./

An idle actor “C, (composed of a behaviour C, a name a, and a state s) is ready to receive
a message. When a message is received the actor becomes active. Active actors are denoted
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P is the running program. An active actor a will not receive new messages
idle (by performing a become primitive). The state s is omitted when not

when it is empty.
is a sequence of actor primitives (become and send) and guarded choices
e n : P,, terminating in the null program J (which is usually omitted).

Behaviour constants are used in order to allow behaviour definitions, such as: C Ef P
where P is a behaviour. 9 For example, the behaviour of an actor which forwards to actor
b all the messages it receives, has the form: C dzf send(b, message).+/.

An actor term is the parallel composition of (active and idle) actors and messages, each
one denoted by a term (a, V) where u is the contents and a the name of the actor the
message is sent to.
The actor primitives and the guarded choice can be described in the following way:
l The send primitive
allows one actor to send a message with contents [e#
to the
actor with name (Tel1:. This action can be described by the following operational
rule:

l

This rule generates a pending message ([IelJ:, [[ez];) which will be delivered later
when a synchronization
occurs; this mechanism allows us to model asynchronous
communication.
t represents an internal invisible step of computation because this
action can not be observed by an external actor; a message-passing
operation can
only be observed when it has been completed, i.e., the message has been delivered to
the target actor.
become: an actor performing a become changes its state from active to idle:
a[become(C,

l

e).P’],

-k,

aCue~; Id[P’{a/self}],

The continuation P’ is executed by the actor ‘[ P’{u/self}ls
having a fresh name d,
i.e., a new and unique name which is not known to the outside actors. This new actor
will no longer be reachable (i.e., it will receive no more messages) because its name
d is fresh, and because the expression self in the continuation
P’ does not refer to
the fresh name d. Indeed, self is replaced by a, the name of the actor performing
the become primitive (this is the meaning of the notation P’{u/self)).
To lighten the
notation we will omit the second parameter of the become primitive when it is state,
i.e., when the state is unchanged.
In the agent el : P1 + . . . + e, : P,,, the expressions ei are supposed to be Boolean
expressions with value true or false. The branch Pi can be chosen only if the value of
the corresponding expression ei is true:
‘[el

: PI +. . . + e, : PnlS -4,

“[PiIS if [Tei]: = true

Observe that we do not consider pair-wise disjunction among the conditions ei; if two
or more of them are simultaneously satisfied, only one is chosen nondeterministically.
9 In process algebra terminology a behaviour is called a process constant while in the actor model a behaviour
represents the way in which an idle actor answers different types of messages.
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Example 9 (A client-server
system). To illustrate the language we present a simple
example modeling a client-server system. The system includes a server process and a fixed
set of client processes. Clients ask the server to execute tasks, the server executes them and
returns the answer to the asking client.
We represent processes as actors. We model a system which includes a server b and two
client processes cl and ~2. We suppose that the server is able to perform tasks of different
types, in particular: easy and hard ones. To execute a task which is hard the client name
must be registered in the state of the server. A task message is a pair including the name of
the client and the task to be executed, which can be easy or hard; we assume the functions
1st and 2nd to access the elements of pairs. The initial actor term which describes a system
where only actor cl is allowed to send hard tasks is:
CIClient 1QClient 1bService(,,j
where the behaviours

of the actors are defined as follows:

Client ef send(b, (self, select_task(seZf))).become(Wait)
Wait

dLf

(message = done) :
-(message = done) :
Service d&f
(2nd(message)

= easy) :

(2nd(message) = hard A
lst(message) E state) :
(2nd(message) = hard A
lst(message) q! state) :

become( Client) +
send(self, message). become( Wait)

become(Service).
send( lst(message),

Ex_Easy(2nd(message)))

+

become(Service).
send( lst(message),

Ex_Hard(2nd(message)))

+

become(Service).
send(lst(message),

notEnabled)

The second condition of the Wait behaviour expresses a synchronization constraint, i.e.,
if the actor receives a message different from done, it sends it again to the same address.
The fair message delivery assumption in the actor model guarantees that the right message
will be eventually received and processed.
The behaviour Service illustrates the power of the become primitive: when the actor
executes the become(Service)
operation, it becomes ready to receive new tasks, and the
current task is executed by another thread running in parallel. This mechanism guarantees
noninterference
of state changes with potentially numerous servers running in parallel.
This example can be visualized in terms of the diagram in Fig. 6. The nodes represent
behaviours of actors, solid arrows represent communications
(send and receive operations)
and dashed arrows represent state changes (become operations). Solid arrows are labeled
with the contents of the message. The diagram illustrates how an actor reacts to incoming
messages, for instance, whenever a client receives a start
message it sends a hard
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c----J
Service

Fig. 6. The client-server

system

message to the server and it starts waiting, namely, it changes its behaviour to Wait . The
reader interested in other programming examples can refer to [22].
6.2. Operational semantics
In the following we use a E A to indicate that the actor with name a is a component of
the actor term A. We say that the actor term A is well formed if it does not contain two
separate actors having the same name. In the following r denotes the set of well-formed
actor terms.
We model the operational semantics of our language following the approach of Milner
[34] which consists in separating the laws which govern the static relation among actors
(for instance A IB is equivalent to BI A) from the laws which rule their interaction. This
is achieved by defining a static structural equivalence relation over syntactic terms and a
dynamic reduction relation by means of a labeled transition system [40].
Definition 10 (Structural congruence). Structural congruence
relation over actor terms (G) defined by:

is the smallest equivalence

(i) “[Jls = 0
(ii) AI0 z A
(iii) AIB ES B(A
(iv) (AIB)JD = AI(BID).
An interesting relation is (i) which states that an actor which reaches the end of
its computation terminates. In this way we have introduced a mechanism to model
termination of actors. In our actor algebra actors are not perpetual processes with a
default behaviour as is usual [5], but they can terminate: an actor terminates whenever
it finishes its internal computation. Perpetual actors can be obtained exploiting a become
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primitive at the end of the computation. Then structural congruence states that the parallel
composition operator (iii) is commutative and (iv) associative (namely the actor term
CICZient 1 QCZient 1 bServiceI,,) is equivalent to QCZient 1 bServicel,,l 1 “Client), and
that (ii) it has the terminated program 0 as a neutral element.
As a result of this approach the operational semantics description in Table 1 is simplified.
In fact, we can capture with a single rule of the operational semantics (Cong) all the aspects
concerning this congruence. In particular, if A E B, and A can be reduced to A’ = B’, then
it is possible to obtain B’ from B. This encodes the commutative and associative nature of
actors with respect to the parallel composition operator, which intuitively means that the
behaviour of an actor is independent from its position in an actor term.
Definition 11 (Computations).

A transition

system modeling

computations

in the actor

algebra is represented by a triple (T’, T, ( -% ~a!~T)).T={t}U{av,~~a~dand
u E V) is a set of labels, where t is the invisible action standing for local autonomous steps
of computation; av and izI;, respectively, represent the reception and the emission of the
message with receiver a and contents u. -% is the minimal transition relation satisfying the
axioms and rules presented in Table 1. Moreover, since the actor model assumes reliability
of message delivery, we will consider only fair computations where it is guaranteed that
every message eventually will reach its destination.
A send primitive
creates an actor term
is able to deliver its
The implicit receive
Table 1
Operational

(rule Send) consists of a local action (i.e., labeled with t) which
(a, v) representing a message u sent to the actor a which soon after
contents to the receiver by performing the action 2% (rule Deliver).
(rule Receive) is executed by performing the action labeled with uv

semantics

Deliver

(a, u) 5

Receive

“C,

Become

‘[become(C,

Guard

‘[ej :Pl +,.,+en

Par

-%

A-%

C $!

‘[P{u/message)],
e).P’],

&

‘CE~J~ 1d[P’(a/self)]

:Pn],TL

with d fresh
if [[C?iJ: = true

ifcr=avthena#

A%

A’IB
A’

B 3

B’

AIB -I-t A’IB’

Cong

“[Pi],7

p

A’

A(B 5

sync

0

B zz A A 5
B 5

A’
B’

A’ EEB’

B
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when an actor a is idle (av is the complementary
action with respect to ZV). Message
delivering (e.g., Synchronization)
is obtained applying the rule sync when an action av
(receive) is executed together with its complementary action aV (deliver). The rule Become
modifies the behaviour of an actor, a new actor with the same name is created and the
rest of the computation is executed by an actor with a new name, which will never receive
any message, and when it terminates its computation, it will be destroyed. Rule Par is the
standard one defining the possible interleaving behaviours except for the fact that the actor
term Al B can deliver a message inferred by A (i.e., execute an emission action aV>, only if
B does not contain the target actor (i.e., a $ B).
6.3. Equivalence

of actor terms

A common and intuitive notion of equivalence in process algebras is observation
equivalence. According to this notion, two actor terms are equivalent if they cannot be
distinguished by an external actor term interacting with each of them. Given an actor term
A two types of events are observed: when an actor a E A receives a message from an
external actor b f? A (event av in the Receive rule of Table l), and when a message is
delivered to an actor in b $ A (event aV in the Deliver rule of Table 1). All the other
actions are silent, i.e., labeled with t. We provide an example to illustrate this notion of
equivalence; the reader interested in more complete treatment of equivalence issues in actor
systems can refer to [4,5,22,51].

Example 12. Since for actors there is arrival-order nondeterminism in message delivery,
it is expected that the equivalence does not depend on the order in which send operations
are performed. To illustrate this we consider a simple example of two actor terms: A =
aBreukPuirl and B = aBreukPuir2 which receive pairs and forward to the actor b the
elements of the pair: BreakPair
in the same order they appear in the pair, BreakPuir2 in
the inverse one.
BreakPair

Ef

send(b, lst(messuge)).send(b,
become(BreukPuir1)

2nd(messuge)).

BreakPair

ef

send(b, 2nd(messuge)).send(b,
become(BreukPuir2)

lst(messuge)).

A is equivalent to B. In fact, the actors A and B cannot be distinguished because the
sending order can not be observed (the emission of a message consists of a local t-step,
rule Send in Table 1).
This intuitive notion of equivalence can be defined formally by means of the standard
notion of bisimulation [33] (if fairness is not assumed) as discussed in [22], or exploiting
fair traces as presented in [51]. An interesting question is whether such a notion of
equivalence can be successfully mapped to multi-agent systems which interact exploiting
the asynchronous version of KL-ACL. These issues are discussed in the next section.
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6.4. Discussion
The actor algebra includes many basic communication
and synchronization
primitives
which, apparently, are enough to specify communication and concurrency issues in speech
act based languages. This algebra has been developed with the goal in mind of providing a
tool at the right level of abstraction to model low-level concurrency issues in multi-agent
systems, as a compromise between process algebras and the actor model. In particular,
the advantage with respect to current process algebras such as n-calculus
is that our
algebra supports a direct representation of agents, as an actor has structural and interaction
properties which are close to those of an agent, for instance: the state. On the other hand
process algebras in general do not provide entities which may be considered comparable
with agents: in general processes are modelled as entities without a state.
An alternative formalization
of actors dealing with aspects of communication
and
concurrency, and discussing several notions of equivalence among actors, is defined
in [4,5]. The operational semantics is defined by means of a reduction system, which
allows one to specify a notion of equivalence between actor configurations
(set of
actors). Unfortunately,
this approach is not adequate for our purposes. First, it does
not follow a process algebra style, while our goal was to translate KL-ACL into a
process algebra to facilitate the reuse of standard results of the theory of concurrency.
Moreover, in this formalism actor primitives are embedded in a functional language
and the supported programming
style is more functional rather than concurrent, i.e.,
communication
primitives are enclosed in functional primitives and synchronization
constraints are hidden in nested conditional statements exploiting lambda notation. On the
other hand, we would like to focus on concurrency and interagent communication related
aspects only, and not deal with issues concerning the sequential execution of programs
inside agents.
A second, more recent, approach to the semantics of actors has been developed in
parallel with our algebra and is presented in [5 11. This paper contains interesting theoretical
results concerning equivalences of actor systems, but the proposed formalisms are too
technical for our purposes: actor systems are modelled exploiting abstract actor structures,
a semantic framework defined ad hoc for actors. Again, the proposed formalism does not
follow an algebraic approach.
There are several differences with respect to the formal semantics of actors in [4,5]
which are worth pointing out.
l We have introduced
guarded programs as an alternative to the conditional which is
present in previous formalization of actors [4,5].
l We provide an explicit representation
of the state of an object while in Agha et al. the
state of an actor is represented as part of its behaviour.
l We have introduced
a mechanism to model termination of actors. Actors are not
perpetual processes with a default behaviour as is usual, but they can terminate:
an actor terminates whenever it finishes its internal computation. lo This is not a

lo This mechanism slightly modifies the reliability assumption of the actor model. In fact, we guarantee
given message will always reach its destination only if the receiving actor is still there.

that a
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limitation because a perpetual actor can always be obtained performing an explicit
become operation for each internal computation.
In summary, we believe that our approach is complementary to previous approaches to the
semantics of actors, providing a new framework to discuss concurrency related aspects,
and to map results of the theory of concurrency on the actor model. The main advantage
with respect to previous formalizations of actors, such as [4,5,51], is that we exploit a
“process algebra” style which enables us to import into the actor model techniques and
results developed for other asynchronous calculi [6,27]. These issues are discussed in detail
in [22].

7. Encoding KL-ACL into the algebra of actors
Now we are ready to provide a formal semantics of KL-ACL in terms of a messagepassing architecture. This is achieved defining a translation of the asynchronous KL-ACL
into the algebra of actors. We assume as given a fixed set of agents which communicate by
means of KL-ACL. Agents are composed of a name and a virtual knowledge base including
the predicates which define the handler function. An agent is translated into an actor with
the same name (without the hat) having a state which contains the encoding of the VKB of
the agent and concurrency control information hidden to the programmer (i.e., its inter&
state).

The basic idea consists of exploiting the guarded programs of the actor algebra to
implement the clauses of the handler function. Communication
actions are translated into
actor messages and the update operation is implemented exploiting the become primitive
which changes the state of an actor. As an example, given a handler function specifying a
contradictory agent ci, which replies no to a yes request and yes to a na request:
Hi: handZer(ask-one(_,

Y, yes)) t

teZZ(Y, 6, no)
handZer(ask-one(_,

Y, no)) t

teZZ(Y, 2, yes)

the translation
C kf

generates an actor a Cc,, ,e2) with behaviour:
message = ask-one(_,

Y, yes): send(Y,

teZZ(Y,a, no)).become(C)

message = ask-one(_,

Y, no): send( Y, teZZ(Y, a, yes)) .become(C)

+

where el is the encoding of the VKB of the agent and e2 is the internal state. For the sake
of simplicity, we assume that Y is bound in the guard to the name of the sender. l1
A critical point is the encoding of the anonymous interaction protocol based on askeverybody and all-answers. Since we have assumed that the names of all the agents in the
system are known, we can implement the anonymous query ask-everybody as a sequence
t ’ To be more rigorous, the occurrences of Y in the send primitive should be substituted with a function returning
the second element of the incoming message.
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of send operations forwarding the request to all the actors representing the agents which
are in the system. Then, the internal state of the actor is updated with the information that
an ask-everybody request has been issued. This information is used to implement the allanswers predicate: the actor intercepts tell messages to check if they are answers to an
ask-everybody request, and if this is the case, the actor updates its internal state with the
information that one answer has been received. The all-answers predicate returns true only
when all the answers have been received.
More complex solutions can be designed to realize this protocol. For example, an
alternative implementation
could be based on a name server agent or on a facilitator agent
as in KQML [17], which stores information on agents interested in particular arguments
and performs the routing of messages. Another reasonable solution could incorporate at the
knowledge-level
a view of the active agents in the system which is transparently updated
by a failure-detection
subsystem following the approach of [ 101. If an agent fails the event
is automatically reported to the knowledge level and to the ask-everybody and all-answers
operations. The important point is that the programmer can only use ask-everybody and
all-answers defining the handler predicate; all the low-level issues should be hidden to
him.
Let’s recall the notation introduced in Section 4: Ag represents an agent term; an agent
named 6 has associated a virtual knowledge base VKBi and a handler predicate H; ;
r represents a clause of the handler function, having the form handler(m) t K, where
we assume that K always terminates with the special literal A; p represents a first-order
predicate; m represents a communication action; and, finally, let L be a list of agent names.
The encoding of our agent communication
language into the actor algebra is defined by
means of a function AgToAct (Agents To Actors) which translates agent terms into actor
terms. This mapping is defined exploiting four nested translation functions which are
presented in Table 2. The first function ([[AgIL) translates agent terms into actor terms,
where the list L contains the names of all the agents in the system; the second function
( [Ir]E’L) translates rules defining the handler function of an agent 2 into actor behaviours
(here the list L contains the names of all the agents in the system except 2); the third
function ([ KJziL) translates sequences of communication
actions into actor programs;
and the last one ([TpJ&J maps first-order predicates in the corresponding symbol-level
terms expressed by means of actor expressions. In particular:
l Rule (1.1) translates
an agent into an actor, where the behaviour of the actor is
generated by [IH;I]EqL, and the state of the actor contains the encoding of the VKB
of the agent and its internal state (initially empty). This state is represented as a
pair: the VKB will be accessed by lst(stute) and the internal information will be
2nd(stute). We also assume a function to update such a state having the form:
upd(arg,jeld,
state) which returns a new pair where the specified field (field can be
1st or 2nd) is updated with arg and the other field is not changed. The VKB of an
agent will be represented as an actor expression determined by [VKB; - H;J$,.
l Rules (2.“) translate the handler function
into a set of guarded programs. In particular,
Rule (2.3) deals with the encoding of the protocol used to handle tell messages, when
the handler function of an agent contains at least one occurrence of ask-everybody. In
this case the protocol for receiving a tell message is the following: the actor checks
if the incoming message is an answer to an ask-everybody primitive, exploiting the
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Table 2
Encoding of the asynchronous

(0)

KL-ACL into the algebra of actors
=

AgToAct(Ag)

[Agn’

where L is the list of agent names in Ag
a def

=

(1.1) WIL
(1.2)

UAg’IAg”JIL

=

(2.1)

UHJl;3L

=

(2.2)

[handler(m)

t

Kjz’L

=

=

message = umgkb : ufq;;L
if m # tell(_, _, _)

(2.3

([handler(teZZ(~,h, p)) t
if ask-everybody E HZ,

a,L
Knh

=

Ll.L-a
OH&

v

ask-everybody $ Hz

message = tell(a, b, UpJ&,) A all-tag([Ipjtfkb, 2nd(state))
become(Ca, upd(([[pJjvkb, b), 2nd, state)).
send(se!f&vd(a, b, op&,)).J
+
message = tell(a, b, [[pJ&,)
2nd(stare))
-alz-tag(ib&b~
message =fwd(a, b, [pjtkb)

A

: uKn;hL

+

: [[KI]$L

(3.1)

ua~~L

=

become(Ca

(3.2)

[[insert(l, 6, p) A Kn$”

zz

send(b, insert(b, a, [IpJ$b)).[IKjF;L

(3.3)

a,L
[[ask-one(6, ci, p) A K],,

zz

send(b, ask-one(b, a, [[pJtfkb)).[[KJ$;L

(3.4)

[[fell(i, ii, p) A z$;L

=

sed(b,

(3.5)

[ask-everybody(S, p) A Kn$’

=

send([Ilst(l)ltfkb, ask-one(a, I[pJjtfkb)).
send([last(.L)J&,
ask-one(a, [[pJjzkb)).send(self, go).
become(C’a, upd(aU-tag([[pJzkb, L), 2nd. state)).J

teWb, a, up&&o[q!;L

where Cla is fresh behaviour name and
C” dzf message = go

: uiqgL+

message # go : send(self, message).become(C?).J
(3.6)

[Iall-answers(p) A Kn;iL

zz

(3.7)

Uwdate(p)~
a:$

zzzbecome(C’a,

aLL-msg(upn$$ 2nd(state)) : uKpL+
2nd(stare)) : bectme(Ca).J
-all-msg(up&kb,
upd([IpJ&,

1st. state)).send(self,

where C” is fresh behaviour name
and C’a is defined as in Rule 3.5
(3.8)

lst(state)) : ufqj;hL+
‘prove(~p~,kb~lst(state)) : become(C’).J

prove(uPn$

(4.1)

(4.2)

ep (an actor expression representing p)

(4.3)

a where a E A

go).,/

:
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predicate all-tug; if the predicate returns true, it updates its internal state (in particular
2nd(stute)) with the information that a message has been received; and, finally, it
forwards the received message to itself to execute the body with an updated state
(see the semantics of the become operation in Table 1). On the other hand, if askeverybody is not used in the handler function, there is no need to introduce such a
complex protocol and Rule (2.2) translates a clause of the handler function having the
form handler(m) t K into a guarded program as follows: message = m : [IK]F;L.
As a result of applying Rule (2. l), an actor a has an initial behavior Ca = el : Pt + e2 :
: P,,, where the Pi are actor programs generated by the function [KJl$L
Pz+...+en,
applied to the body of the clauses of the handler function of agent 2.
l Rules (3.*) translate
communication
actions into actor primitives. Rule (3.5) deals
with the ask-everybody performative: it generates a sequence of send primitives
performing the broadcast operation; then it includes a become operation which
updates the internal state of the agent, storing the information that such a performative
has been issued. Since the rest of the body must be executed on this updated state, the
translation of K is included in the new behaviour Cla which is given as a parameter
to the become operation; finally, a send operation is added to restart the computation;
in fact, actors performing a become primitive remain idle until they receive a new
message. t2 As will be illustrated below (see Example 14), this rule can be simplified
if the rest of the body does not contain further ask-everybody or update operations. In
this case the code for the rest of the body can follow the become operation. Rule
(3.6) implements the all-answers predicate exploiting a guarded program and the
become primitive: if the condition uZE-msg([[p~~kb, 2nd(stute)) is not true the current
computation fails and the actor becomes idle waiting for another message. Rule (3.7)
implements the update operation, as in Rule (3.5), we need to execute the rest of the
program taking into account that the state of the actor has been changed. Rule (3.8)
translates predicates on the VKB of the agent: a function prove([PJtfkb, lst(state)) is
introduced at the actor level to simulate the prove of p in the encoding of the VKB of
the agent (e.g., lst(state)).
l Rules (4.“) define the encoding
of the virtual knowledge base of the agent which is
represented as a set of actor expressions. Agent names are translated into actor names
removing the hat.
We illustrate the translation technique showing the encoding of the agent systems
described in the Examples 7 and 8.

Example 13. The agent system in Example 7, which is represented by the agent term 2 Ii,
is translated into the actor term “C$ a) 1 ‘C&a,.
The state of actor a is empty because
[~vKB;, - H;ntr,, = @, while the state of actor b contains information on exchange rates

‘* Note that whenever we modify the state of an actor performing a become operation, the actor becomes idle.
Thus, if we want to restart the computation of the actor on the new updated state we need an activation message.
Since we have assumed a reliable message delivery mechanism for actors, the activation messages are eventually
received and the computation never stops unnecessarily.
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of foreign currencies which is encoded as follows Sb = [VKBi - H@,.
The handler
functions of the two agents are translated into the following actor behaviours:
Ca Ef message = tell(_, Y, start):

send(b, ask-one(b, a, rute(ukqounds,

X))).

send(b, ask-one(b, a, rute(g_marks, X))).
become(P)
+
message = tell(_, Y, rute(C, X)): become(P,
upd(rute(C, X), lst, state))
Cb %f message = ask-one(_,

message = ask-one(_,

Y, rute(C, X)) Aprove(rute(C,
X), lst(stute)):
send(Y, rell( Y, b, rute(C, X))).
become
+
Y, rute(C, X)) A yprove(rute(C,
X), lst(stute)):
become( Cb)

where the behaviour C’ is generated exploiting the translation Rules (2.2), (3.3), (3.1)
in Table 2. In the behaviour Cb we have applied an optimization, in fact, when Rule
(3.8) immediately follows Rule (2.3) the guarded program et : (e2 : p2 + es : ~3) can be
transformed into et A e2 : p2 + el A e3 : ~3.

Example 14. The agent system in Example 8, which is represented
;lil?@,

by the agent term

is translated into the actor term

The behaviours of actors 6,? and 2 are similar to the behaviour Cb in the previous example,
but they have different VKEIs. In this example we illustrate the behaviour of actor a which
shows the implementation of the ask-everybody primitive:
Ca dzf message = tell(_, Y, start):
send(b, ask-one(u,

rute(ukgounds,

X))).

send(c, ask-one(u,

rute(ukqounds,

X))).

send(d, ask-one(u, rute(ukqounds,
X))).
become(P,
upd(ulZ-tug(rute(ukqounds,
X), [b, c, d]), 2nd, state)) +
message = telZ(_, Y, rute(ukgounds,
X)) A
all-tug(rute(ukgounds,
X), 2nd(stute)):
become(C’, upd((rute(ukgounds,
send(u,fid(_,
Y, rute(ukgounds,

X), Y), 2nd, state)).
X))) +

message = teZl(_, Y, rute(ukgounds,
X)) A
-all-tug(rute(ukqounds,
X), 2nd(stute)):
become(C’“, upd(rute(ukqounds,

X), lst, stute)).send(u,

go) +

message =fid(_,
Y, rute(ukgounds,
X)):
become(C’“, upd(rute(ukqounds,

X), lst, stute)).send(u,

go)
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= go A all-msg(rate(uk_pounds,
X), 2nd(state)):
send(best-rate( lst(state)), ask-one(b, a, change( 100, Pounds))).
become( C”) +

message = go A -all-msg(rate(uk_pounds,

X), 2nd(state)):

become

+

message # go: send(a) message). become( C”)
The first guarded command of Ca shows the translation of an ask-everybody per-formative.
Since this performative is not followed by other ask-everybody or update operations,
the become operation restarts behaviour Ca (see Rule (3.5) in Table 2). The guarded
commands which follow in Ca intercept tell messages and store the answers to the askeverybody request (see Rule (2.4)). The behaviour C’a has been generated by Rules (3.7)
(3.8) and (3.3) performing the same optimization as in Example 13 (i.e., et : (e2 : p2 + eg :
p3) = et A e2 : p2 + et A es : ~3). The predicate best-rate has been translated into a function
because we assume that it always succeeds.
7.1. Correctness of the encoding
Given the translation function AgToAct an asynchronous
KL-ACL program can be
translated into a term of the actor algebra where communication
actions are implemented
exploiting the send primitive. To show that the resulting actor program is a correct
implementation
of the original agent program, we prove that the actor program generated
by the translation has the same reactive behavior as the agent program with respect to
the communication
actions of KL-ACL. Namely, if an actor receives a communication
action as the contents of a message, it sends the same sequence of communication actions,
which are specified by the handler function of the agent for that message. Note that at the
actor level some of the transmitted messages do not represent communication
actions, but
are synchronization
messages only. For instance, the message send(seZf, go) generated by
Rule (3.7) has been introduced to guarantee that the next per-formative will be executed on
a new updated state, and it does not correspond to a communication action. In particular, if
we assume that the sequential functions introduced at the actor level: prove, all-msg, and
all-tag are correct, the following result holds.
Theorem 15. Given an agent term Ag the encoding AgToAct(Ag) generates an actor term
having the same reactive behaviour of Ag, with respect to the communication actions of
the asynchronous KL-ACL.
Proof. An agent term Ag represents a collection of agents running in parallel and the
encoding AgToAct(Ag) generates a set of actors implementing
them. In particular Rule
(1.1) guarantees that for each agent there is one actor implementing it. Thus, for each agent
2 E Ag, we have to prove that the implementation
[iiJ
has the same reactive behaviour.
This can be done by induction on the structure of the handler function of agents. Given a
generic message m and an agent 6 E Ag such that 3 r E Hi, r = handler(m) t K we show
that the actor [6lL has the same reactive behavior with respect to the message [[ml&, (the
encoding of m). We proceed by induction on the length of K.
l
Induction base: suppose that K is empty (e.g., K = A). In this case the handler
function specifies that the message m is ignored and no communication
actions
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are generated. Rules (2.2) and (2.3) show that this is the same also for the actor
implementing
the agent. If ask-everybody $ Hi or m is not a tell message, Rule
(2.2) generates only a become primitive (see Rule (3.1)), thus the actor ignores every
message matching with [ml&
because it performs only the become operation. If
ask-everybody E H; and m is a tell message, Rule (2.3) generates an actor program
performing only an internal send operation and a become primitive; then Rule (3.1) is
applied again on the empty body generating another become primitive. Thus, also in
this case no message containing communication actions is generated.
l Induction
step: we consider a K = hl A hz A . . . A hn+l and we suppose that the
translation of hl A hz A . . . A h, satisfies the hypothesis. We have to prove that the
translation of ha+1 generates a correct send primitive at the actor level and that this
primitive is eventually executed. Rules (3.2)-(3.5) guarantee that the correct send
primitives are always generated. In the following we show that they will eventually
be executed.
If the literal h, is one of the following communication
actions: insert, ask-one, or
tell, the translation of hn+l immediately follows the translation of h, (Rules (3.2),
(3.3) and (3.4)). Thus, if hn+l is a communication
action the corresponding send
primitive at the actor level will be eventually executed, because the send primitive is
asynchronous and nonblocking.
If the literal h, is the predicate a&answers or a predicate p on the VKB of the agent,
the translation generates the all-msg or the prove operation at the actor level (see Rules
(3.6) and (3.8)). The communication action which can be generated by the translation
of hn+l will be executed only if such predicates succeed. This corresponds to the
semantics of these operators at the agent level; hence the translation of hn+l is correct.
Finally, if the literal h, is the update operation or the ask-everybody performative, the
translation generates a new behaviour C”, and the translation of the literal hn+l is at
the beginning of this new behaviour. This means that to ensure correctness we must
guarantee that this new behaviour is eventually activated. This is the case, because
the translation also generates a synchronization
message send(seZf, go) which will
be eventually received, activating the actor again (we have assumed reliable message
delivery at the actor level).
In summary, the translation of the asynchronous version of KL-ACL guarantees that all the
communication
actions specified by the handler function are implemented correctly at the
actor level. Hence such a translation is correct.
of
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7.2.1. Equivalence at the agent level
An intuitive definition of equivalence at the agent level could be the following: two
agent terms are equivalent if they have the same reactive behaviour. If we only consider
two agents it is not difficult to provide a more formal account of such a definition analyzing
their handler functions statically. But, in the general case, where agent terms include several
agents interacting among them, this static approach can not be applied successfully. In
this case an agent can activate other agents and so on, thus the reactive behaviour cannot
be statically characterized considering the handler functions of the single agents, but it
depends on their interaction.
To solve this problem, we can exploit the translation we have defined to provide a
rigorous definition of the notion of equivalence at the agent level.
Definition 16. Two agent terms Ag’ and Ag” have the same reactive behaviour if their
implementations
ActToAg(Ag’) and ActToAg(Ag”) are observationally
equivalent at the
actor level.
In general an actor implementing an agent also sends a set of synchronization messages
which may have an influence on observation equivalence. Fortunately, these synchronization messages cannot be observed from the outside world because their target is always the
sending actor, exploiting the self expression (see Rules (2.3), (3.5) and (3.7) in Table 2)
thus, intuitively, observation equivalence at the agent level concerns the implementation of
communication
actions only.
7.2.2. Re$ections on the implementation of KL-ACL
If we consider Example 14 we can see that the ask-everybody
performative is
implemented by means of three send primitives. It would be interesting to prove that the
correct implementation of this performative does not depend on the order in which the send
primitives are executed at the actor level. This assertion can be proved exploiting the notion
of equivalence defined on the actor algebra (see Example 12). In particular the following
proposition holds:
Proposition 17. All the possible implementations
of the ask-everybody petiormative,
considering all permutations of the names of the target actors, are equivalent.
Proof. This proposition follows from the notion of observational
the actor algebra (see Example 12 in Section 6.3).
•I

8. Analysis of the asynchronous

equivalence

defined on

KL-ACL

We are now ready to provide a more formal analysis of the asynchronous system, and
to prove the main theorem of this paper which states that the asynchronous version of
KL-ACL satisfies the requirements we have postulated previously.
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Theorem 18. The implementation of the asynchronous KL-ACL based on the algebra of
actors satisfies the requirements for distributed knowledge-levelprogramming
(i), (ii), (iii),
(iv) and (v) dejned in Section 3.
Proof. First,
we are

tives are also guaranteed

of actors
l3
a reliable message delivery mechanism, the KL-ACL
to be reliable
to communication

primi-

in the
to get
is

We show
to

or

to
whenever a message is
be received
agent is the
of
an actor
to execute

is that of actors,
is illustrated in Table 1,
or from
it will
a synchronization (rule Sync). Thus, if an
it does
a message, and that it
by the
of communication
or

Since communication
actions are translated into occurrences of the actor primitive
send, except the ask-everybody performative that also includes a become operation,
we can prove that these primitives never deadlock. More precisely, if we analyze the
rules Send and Become in the transition system of the actor algebra in Table 1, we
can see that these rules are always enabled provided that there is a send or a become
operation to be executed.
l If we analyze
the translation of the update operation (Rule (3.7) in Table 2), we can
see that it is realized exploiting the become primitive (which modifies the behaviour
to C’“) and sending a synchronization
message (send(self, go)) to activate this new
behaviour. Given that become is a nonblocking
operation and that the reliability
assumption guarantees that the message go will be eventually received by the actor
performing the behaviour C”, the execution of the rest of the body will eventually
follow.
In summary, agents are translated into reactive actors which are ready to receive
messages and, when they are activated, they always terminate their computation, becoming
ready again. Hence, this model guarantees the absence of communication
deadlocks and
thus requirement(v)
is satisfied in the asynchronous version of KL-ACL.
q
l

I3 The implementation of fhe ask-everybody performative also includes a become operation,
operation of an actor which has no influence on the protocol for sending messages.

but this is a local
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Of course, to have a correct behaviour of asynchronous KL,-ACL programs performing
the ask and tell protocol, we must guarantee that a tell message is always executed as an
answer to an ask message. However, note that this condition in not required to support the
notion of distributed knowledge-level programming in general.
8.1. Limitations

of the asynchronous

KL-ACL

A limitation of the asynchronous KL-ACL is that it provides a weak version of the
ask primitives. In fact, when an ask primitive is performed, the subsequent computation
cannot benefit from the immediate answer. This could be a drawback for a distributed proof
mechanism. This problem can be solved by requiring that the agents be able to save the
state of their computation when they perform queries. This mechanism can be explicitly
implemented by the programmer or can be implicitly supported by the system. The first
solution is illustrated in the next example.
Example 19. We consider the same application domain as in the previous examples. We
suppose that agent b, representing the Stock Exchange, stores up-to-date information on
currency exchange rates. A user represented by agent G asks an agent 2, representing a
bank, for the rate of exchange of United Kingdom pounds sterling with respect to Italian
lire. The bank needs to query the Stock Exchange before giving an up-to-date answer. This
situation can be encoded by the following handler predicates:
Hi : handZer(teZZ(_, Y, start)) t
ask-one(i, ii, rate(ukgounds,

X))

handZer(teZZ(_, Y, rate(ukgounds,
X))) t
update(rate(uk_pounds,
X))

Hi: handZer(ask-one(_, Y, up-to-date_rate(C,
X))) +up-to-date_rate(C,
X) A
teZZ(Y, 6, up-to-date_rate(C,

X))

H;: handZer(ask-one(_, Y, rate(C, X))) t
update(query(Y, rate(ukgounds)))
ask-one(i,

A

?, up-to-date_rate(ukgounds,

X))

handZer(teZZ(_, _, up-to-date_rafe(ukqounds,
X))) t
query(Y, rate(uk_pounds)) A
-answered(query(Y,
rate(ukgounds)))
A
teZZ(Y, ?, rate(uk_pounds, X)) A
update(answered(query(Y,
rate(ukgounds))))
When agent! (the bank) receives a request having the form ask-one(_, Y, rate(C, X)),
it sends agent b (the Stock Exchange) a request for an up-to-date rate, and it updates its
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VKB recording that the sending agent issued the exchange rate request. When agent ?
receives the answer to the query up-to-date_rate(ukgounds,
X) from the Stock Exchange,
it forwards the result to the agent which issued the exchange rate request (handler
predicate H;).
KQML exploits the explicit mechanism based on identifiers which follows the keyword
:repZy-with and :in-repZy-to to store the state of a given conversation. Thus, in KQML,
whenever a message is received, we also need to store the association identifier, query
in the VKE3 of the agent, modifying the update operation in the example above in
update(query(Y, Id, rate(uk_pounds))).
An implicit state-saving mechanism has been followed when specifying the communication mechanisms for the VITAL-m
[21], an architecture supporting hybrid AI programming. A formal description of this architecture is presented in [20]. When an agent
sends an ask message, its internal state including the rest of the program (body of the
handler function which follows the ask primitive) which must still be executed is saved,
and the agent starts waiting for the next message received. When the answer to the ask
message arrives, the handler function, which takes into account the saved state of the
agent, restores the program and executes it. The consequence of this mechanism is that
the handler function must consider the old state of the agent (the state of the agent issuing the request) as a further input parameter, to generate the program that takes into
account the answer. This extension does not entail the restriction on distributed proofs
which characterizes the asynchronous version of the language, but it makes the definition
of the handler function more complex. In particular, we need to modify the basic formalism introduced in this paper to describe the new handler functions. For the limited scope of
this paper, we will not discuss further this extension, mainly because the knowledge-level
requirements we have postulated are satisfied by the weak asynchronous version of the
language.

9. Specifying the contract-net

protocol

We illustrate the expressive power of the asynchronous version of KL-ACL reasoning
on the specification of the Contract Net Protocol [49], a protocol which allows an agent to
distribute tasks among a set of agents by means of negotiation. We only model a restricted
version of the protocol where a single manager agent (m) sends task announcements
to
a set of workers which evaluate them, bidding only on those of interest. The manager
evaluates bids to select the most appropriate worker to execute the task. A contract net
can be defined by the following set of agents running in parallel: fi 1till . . . )2;, where the
handler functions are defined below:
ff~ : handler(teZl(_,

Y, start)) +
ask-everybody(i,

bid(task, Z))

handZer(telE(_, Y, bid(task, Z))) t
update(bid(task, Z, Y)) A
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A

R))

hundler(teZZ(_, Y, dotusk(tusk, R))) t
updute(done(tusk,
R))

176~: hundZer(usk-one( Y, bid(T, Z))) t
bid(T, Z) A
teZZ(Y, & , bid( T, Z))
hundler(usk-one(_,
Y, dotusk(T, R))) t
dotusk(T, R) A
teZl( Y, @, dotusk( T, R))
When the manager agent receives a start message, it exploits the ask-everybody
performative sending to all the workers in the system a request for bids on a given
task; then it starts waiting for answers. When it receives an answer to this request, it
updates its VKB executing the operation updute(bid(tusk, Z, Y)) and checks if all the
answers have been received asking if aZZ_unswers(bid(tusk, Z)) is true; if this is the case,
it sends to the agent that has submitted the best bid a request for the execution of the
task.
From the Theorem 18 it follows that such a contract-net system never deadlocks.
Thus, to prove that this contract-net program written in KL-ACL is correct, we only
have to prove that ask messages are always followed by the corresponding tell messages.
In this case it is not difficult to prove this property; in fact we must only guarantee
that the predicates bid(T, Z) and dotusk(T, R) always succeed. This is a reasonable
assumption because these predicates do not implement conditions, but rather actions, such
as the writing of a bid or the execution of a task. Hence our contract-net program is
correct.
Suppose now that we want to specify a new worker agent having the following
behaviour: when it receives an ask-everybody message, asking for a bid, it computes the
bid as above, it sends the answer back to the manager and, finally, it updates its VKB
storing the bid. This can be specified by the following clause:
hundZer(usk-one(_, Y, bid(T, Z))) t
bid(T, Z) A
teEl( Y, di, bid(T, Z)) A
updute(bid(T, Z))
An interesting point is to establish under which hypothesis the new agent, obtained by
substituting this clause for the first clause of the handler function HG~, is equivalent
to the original one with respect to communication
and concurrency issues. This can be
analyzed considering the translation of the two agents into two actors having the following
behaviours:
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c old def
message = ask-one(_, Y, bid(T, Z)) Apr-ove(bid(T, Z)):
send( Y, teZl(Y, Wi , bid( T, Z))) .
become( Cold) +
message = ask-one(_, Y, dotusk( T, R)) A prove(dotusk( T, R)) :
se&( Y, teZl(Y, UIi , dotUSk(T, R)))
become(Co1d) +
otherwise: become(Cold)

c new def
message = ask-one(_, Y, bid(T, Z)) r\prove(bid(T, Z)):
send( Y, tell( Y, wi , bid( T, Z))).
become( Pew, upd(bid(T, Z), lst, state)) +
message = ask-one(_, Y, dotusk(T, R)) r\prove(dotusk(T, R)):
send( Y, telZ(Y, zoi, dotusk( T, I?))).
become( Pew) +
otherwise: become(Cnew)
otherwise =((messuge = ask-one(_, Y, dotusk(T, R)) A -prove(dotusk(T,
(message = ask-one(_, Y, bid(T, Z))

A

yprove(bid(T,

I?)))

v

Z))))

where, Cold is the encoding of the original agent and Pew is the encoding of the modified
one. Actors wl Fe” and wi Cold can be considered equivalent with respect to observational
equivalence only if the update operation upd(bid(T, Z), lst, state) has no effect on the
execution of the functionprove(bid(T,
Z)), i.e., the computing of the current bid does not
depend on the previous ones. If this is the case, they perform the same sequence of send
operations, which are the only actions observable from the outside world. Thus, they are
observationally equivalent.

10. Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed a number of issues which we believe are important for
agent communication
languages. As far as we know, ours is the first attempt to study the
notion of knowledge-level programming in a distributed programming scenario. Moreover,
we provide a formal operational model of an agent communication
language based on
speech acts; in particular, we show how performatives based on speech acts can be mapped
onto a message-passing
architecture which has been defined formally by means of an
algebra of actors. This mapping (implementation)
has been proved correct and it also
guarantees a knowledge-level programming style at the agent level.
We think that this approach represents an important step towards bridging the gap between agent communication
languages and the semantic theories of concurrent systems.
A rigorous operational definition of performatives is essential in order to import into ACLs,
techniques and results developed from the theory of concurrency, for instance criteria establishing equivalence of agents with respect to communication and concurrency issues or
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mechanisms to prove properties of programs based on a program logic. This can be done
only by providing a rigorous operational definition of ACLs, such as the one presented in
this paper.
In addition, several issues have been discussed in the presentation that may be useful in
designing the agent communication languages of the future:
l We have argued that although
knowledge-level distributed programming is possible,
this is only the case if a number of careful assumptions about the communication
primitives and the underlying
symbol level are made, including asynchronous
communication
mechanisms, reliable message passing, and nonblocking primitives.
communication should be based on a reliable messagel The notion of knowledge-level
passing layer. KQML assumes a stronger requirement
on message passing; in
particular, in KQML, messages to a single destination need to arrive in the order they
were sent [29].
l Blocking
performatives do not conform to the semantics of speech acts [ 151 which
assume that performatives are speech act messages that always succeed. On the other
hand, a blocking per-formative terminates successfully only when the communication
is completed and the primitive returns. Moreover, as discussed in Section 4.4, they do
not support a knowledge-level programming style.
l As discussed
in Section 8.1, the choice of KQML, which associates identifiers to
requests, seems to be a feature not situated at the knowledge level (see the definition
of keywords :reply-with and :in-reply-to in Section 2) because the programmer needs
to deal with these identifiers explicitly, updating the knowledge base of the agent
whenever a new identifier is received.
l A completely
anonymous interaction protocol may not be a compelling mechanism
for multi-agent systems. As discussed in Section 4.3, agents modeling real world
situations in many cases need to know the name and the beliefs of a partner agent
in order to perform an agent-to-agent interaction.
Finally, our semantics approach is complementary to other approaches to the semantics
of agent communication
languages, such as those concerning KQML presented in [29,30],
which are based on the description of the cognitive states of the agents that exploit
speech acts. In those reports, in fact, the emphasis is not on operational description of
interactions, but rather on logic-based properties that are preserved or transformed by
program executions.
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